Abstract: Ideally, full integration is needed between the Internet and Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs). These systems should fulfil time-sensitive functions with variable levels of integration with their environment, incorporating data storage, computation, communications, sensing, and control. There are, however, significant problems emerging from the convergence between CPS and Internet of Things (IoT) areas. The high heterogeneity, complexity, and dynamics of these resourceconstrained systems bring new challenges to their robust and reliable operation, which implies the need for novel resilience management strategies. This paper surveys the state of the art in the relevant fields and, discusses the research issues and future trends that emerge. Thus, we hope to provide new insights into the management of resilient CPSs, formed by IoT devices, modelled by Game Theory, and flexibly programmed using the latest software and virtualization platforms.
Introduction
The digitization and connection of almost everything are making an enormous impact on every aspect of our daily lives. The Internet of Things (IoT) [1] is a very important underpinning technology for Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) [2] that offer, at the network edge, embedded intelligence and smart actuation/control of peripheral actuators. Prominent examples of CPS include the intelligent grid, smart buildings, and next generation mobile devices. Because of the increasing importance of CPS in our society, these systems require strong protection against threats that can undermine their normal operation and consequently the quality of our lives [3] [4] . These threats can be classified in two classes, viz. unplanned or planned. The unplanned system threats are typically due to natural disasters (e.g. earthquake) or non-intentional human errors. Planned system threats are typically associated with cyber-attacks. Whatever the origin of the threat, it is vitally important to deploy appropriate resilience strategies and mechanisms. A list of relevant system weaknesses against threats is available in [5] . This list includes low-level vulnerabilities in physical networking equipment using field programmable gate array (FPGA) devices, which may allow, as an example, an attacker to install and boot a malicious software image in a huge diversity of networking devices, such as routers, switches and firewalls [6] .
The Oxford English dictionary defines resilience as "the capacity to recover quickly from difficulties". This suggests that a resilient system in the face of some either known or unknown threat should contain features to deal adequately with the system performance degradation provoked by that threat; typically, these features will be to detect, absorb, recover and adapt [7] . After successfully detecting a threat, the system should have the 'absorb' feature to diminish the negative impact Immunize the system against known or even unknown threat
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Related Surveys
This section compares known related literature surveys at the time of writing. [21] has been done on studying and classifying published contributions to security aspects, but they lack a more holistic and complete revision than the security perspective by reviewing some other important areas, such as software-defined solutions for resilient CPSs operating in diverse use cases. We justify the classification of some surveys as constrained literature overviews, because (for example) some [19] present techniques for detection of DDoS attacks, while others [20] study machine learning solutions for intrusion detection. Also, [21] is focused on security control and attack detection but only for industrial CPSs. Further relevant and associated work [22] is focused on theoretical management models for networked systems, considering the need of the diverse players of the network to cooperate among themselves to enforce the optimum usage of the available network resources. Complementing this work, [23] argues that the management of networked systems should also have self-adaptability characteristics in the presence of serious system threats. In this way, the system structure as well as its operation can become more resilient against serious and persistent menaces against their normal operation. Aligned with this set of system self-capabilities, there are a set of work proposing machine learning techniques [20] [24] [25] . In a more detail way, [25] investigates how machine learning algorithms can be used in applications involving NFV and SDN. NFV virtualizes network functions and decouples these from the hardware. The main goal of NFVbased solutions is to automate network configuration as well as to provide system services in an elastic way. On the other hand, SDN can be very useful in Edge Computing to program, with some abstraction of the physical devices, the way the system is expected to operate. As an example, SDN can be used to divert computational-intensive tasks from resource-constrained mobile devices to more powerful servers located at the network edge. Hence, the battery autonomy of mobile devices is increased, and the results of the computational-intensive tasks are more quickly obtained. In addition, there are several important contributions also aligned with our current proposal but applied to a more specific use case, namely, network resource allocation for ultra-dense networking [26] , mobile network planning with small cells [27] , optimization of hybrid SDN networks [28] , and management of faults in SDN-based [29] or vehicular networks with autonomous cars [30] .
In addition, we have found valid contributions in sensing management for smart city monitoring [31] , mobility of things or devices using several standards of low-power wide area networks [32] , studying novel business models for resource management in 5G wireless networks [33] , and analyzing datasets to predict and prevent security incidents [34] .
From all the surveys we are aware of at the time of writing, we clearly identify [35] , which broadly reviews the literature in terms of contributions to resilience applied to CPSs. The authors argue according to their experience that the most challenging issue for designing a resilient CPS is to deploy a real-time, closed-loop, networked control system completely immune against serious threats. These threats are caused by natural noise, which induces in the system packet loss and bit errors, as well as some internal or external cyber-attacks. They also discuss two medical case studies. The first is about the resilient integration of virtual reality and a robot device for restoring the corporal coordination and flexibility of persons with disabilities. The second study is about the design of a robust implantable medical device for physical-to-cyber health sensing and cyber-to-physical organ control. This survey published in 2016, it is naturally outdated, missing last relevant and related literature work. Our paper tries to overcome these shortcomings, and looks anew at the literature on reliable and flexible software-defined management solutions for resilient CPSs.
We argue that an effective way to fulfil the challenging requisites imposed by the successful management of CPSs is to orchestrate diverse technologies, such as GT, SDN, NFV, or ML. The next section offers a background discussion on these technologies, as well as on CPS scenarios and resilience requirements in systems formed by either physical or virtualized resources. [17] Security Reviews dependability and security for detection, diagnosis, and mitigation; but does not cover enabling technologies, nor applications 2019 [9] Security Focused on persistent security attacks against private and corporate networked systems. Lacks a more holistic discussion, focusing on networked system resilience. 2018 [10] Security Discusses work related to safety/security threat models for CPSs and IoT systems. Lacks a more holistic discussion than security by focusing on the resilience of networked systems. 2017 [14] Security Reviews the existing game-theoretic approaches for work limited to cyber security and privacy issues They lack a more complete discussion than security by reviewing some other important areas, such as scenarios and software-defined solutions for resilient CPSs. Surveys work that analyzed datasets to predict incidents induced by cyber-attacks.
Background on Resilient Cyber-Physical Systems
The paper's content is based on our outline of a resilient Cyber-Physical and IoT system that is shown in Figure 2 . This shows the two major goals of the paper. The first goal is to investigate how GT can model a CPS with IoT applied to edge computing use cases. The second goal is to study how SDN-based solutions can be used to empower a Cyber-Physical and IoT System with extra capabilities, such as programming of management policies that enforce the system resilience against diverse threats, including system node failures. For that, our current view is about a software-defined system that combines diverse technologies. In this way, there is a viable solution to support dynamic cross-layer resilience decision making for CPSs. In the sub-sections below, the literature within the major areas shown in Figure 2 are revised, as follows: i) scenarios of Cyber-Physical Systems; ii) resilience requirements for Cyber-Physical Systems; iii) analysis of Cyber-Physical Systems; iv) software-defined Cyber-Physical Systems.
We initially define what means a system being resilient. Then, we discuss some important technologies that are very useful to sustain the resilient operation of Cyber-Physical Systems in diverse use cases. These use cases are related with power grids, smart buildings, next-generation mobile communication systems, healthcare systems, and precision farming systems. 
Resilience Definition and Novel Management Challenges
The NIST 1 definition of a Cyber-Physical System (CPS) is a commonly accepted one. According to that definition, CPSs are engineering-based systems offering a functionality strongly dependent on the interaction among computational and physical processes. This integration enables the deployment of emerging systems that our society can use in different ways. The literature also offers several definitions of resilience. The current paper adopts the definition of resilience as the system's capability to maintain an acceptable level of service to its users despite the eventual occurrence of various faults and challenges to the system's normal operation, where some issues could be completely new to the system architect [4] .
CPSs show completely novel capabilities, including pervasiveness and intelligence. In parallel with the new benefits offered by CPSs, these systems also become more attractive to cyber-attackers because if the attacks are successful then important sectors of society could suffer significant losses. Consequently, the research community has dedicated recent notable efforts to address the novel threats against CPSs [21] by enhancing the management of resilience [36] [37] . In addition, the relevant interplay between resilience and self-organization for the design of critical networked systems has been also investigated [23] . A potential outcome from all these efforts is to obtain a robust CPS [35] .
The literature have a few contributions related with CPSs that immunize these systems against either already identified or potential threats in distinct usage scenarios, namely: power grid [12] [45] . In the next sub-section, we detail the literature revision of CPS using a taxonomy based on their use cases.
Scenarios of Cyber-Physical Systems
The current sub-section discusses some relevant use cases in CPSs enhanced with the everdeveloping model of the Internet of Things (IoT). It provides a concise and precise description of these scenarios, their basic requirements, and the novel challenges that these use cases present to the research and standardization communities. The scenarios discussed below involve power grids [12] 
Intelligent Power Grid Systems
Power systems are changing from centralized large facilities to fully distributed micro-size facilities, such as domestic electrical appliances composed by photovoltaic panels and DC/AC power inverters. At the same time, the full operation of the latest generation of microgrids depends massively on computerized systems. Consequently, that situation makes these systems increasingly exposed to cyber-attacks [12] [46] , which could create huge problems in our everyday lives.
Smart grids present great challenges to their efficient management due to the unpredictability of demand load and the reliability of data communications. The unpredictability of demand load is caused by many factors, not least to domestic electrical energy variation and most recently to the charging of electrical vehicles [72] . In addition, the reliability of data communications in smart grids could be adversely affected by perturbations that occur on some links, mainly on wireless links [73] . These perturbations can be induced by either cyber-attacks [74] [75] or impairments on the communications medium [76] [77] [78] . The authors of [76] study the outage probability of a wireless link, considering the multipath fading, shadowing, and random path loss given the location distribution of smart meters. In [77] , they prioritize the data transfer within a smart grid using a position-based quality-of-service (QoS)-aware routing protocol. Further, they propose a loadbalancing mechanism to mitigate network congestion induced by many critical event messages. As an example, these event messages can be related to the high number of damages on the electrical physical infrastructure a big storm can cause.
Paper [79] proposes an incentive-based demand response algorithm for smart grids, which uses a deep neural network to overcome the future system uncertainties by finding out the initial unknown both prices and energy demands. In addition, the same algorithm also uses reinforcement learning to obtain the optimal incentive rates, considering the profits of both service provider and customers.
In a smart grid, several devices use wireless communications to transfer data. Most of these use industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) radio band for channel communication. Since the ISM band is license-free, attackers can easily have access to that frequency band, trying to initiate a cyber-attack. A potential attack is the jamming attack that can disconnect important system devices such as smart meters, collectors of meter data, remotely controlled distribution automation devices, and GPS antennas of phasor measurement units. Therefore, more work is needed to create resilient wireless communications among the diverse components of a smart grid.
The authors of [48] are concerned with the resilience of network control systems under communication delay attacks. These attacks force two wrong operational situations on the controlled system (e.g. power plant) due to either missing data or delayed data from the power plant status. In addition, this attack type can be made over encrypted messages by jamming the wireless communications used by the system control loop. So, the authors of [48] propose a solution to countermeasure a time delay attack. To implement that protection, their solution has a system state estimator. Then, the state predicted can be compared with the reported state of the power plant. In the case the two states show significant changes, then the controller uses the predicted state until the reported state is similar to the predicted one, when the controller uses again the reported state.
Further aspects that need more work in smart grids are anomaly detection systems and intrusion detection systems, particularly from insider attackers [12] . In addition, more investigation on coordinated cyber-attacks needs to be carried out. During a cyber-attack bogus data that is enforced by the attackers can affect the normal operation of a power plant. So, it is necessary to detect and remove as quickly as possible from the power grid supervision system all the bogus power plant status inserted by false data injection attacks [47] . The authors of [49] provide a detailed discussion of improvement strategies for the resilience of power systems. These strategies are classified based on two distinct perspectives. The first perspective analyzes the resilience of power systems considering the time-dimension. The second perspective enforces the robust operation of power systems, choosing adequate control actions. Additional discussion on these topics is found in [49] . A comprehensive review of false data injection attacks against power systems is available in [50] .
Smart Building Systems
Considering the substantial price reduction in sensor nodes, these now can be used in novel applications, as is the case, for example, in modern smart buildings. The authors of [51] [52] argue that IoT can be a catalyzer of a full integration of building intelligent mechanisms with the system grids that connect each building. Hence, the people living within those buildings could benefit from greater comfort without paying more to the diverse utilities, e.g. electricity, gas, water, or even healthcare [52] . To achieve this, and particularly for the electrical scenario, all the intelligent control mechanisms existing within a building should operate in a completely coordinated way with the smart grid supplying that building. To make that coordination possible, open networking protocols should be used [51] . By open, we mean standard solutions that enable universal exchange of data over heterogeneous technological systems to fulfil a set of common goals.
The authors of [53] propose a population based algorithm for deciding about the places where sensors should be located to monitor the various pipes within a large building. Their results show that the proposed algorithm demonstrates good performance in relation to other algorithms inspired in nature. The results obtained also suggest that the system lifetime can be improved.
In [80] the authors propose a smart solution for buildings that learns and predicts optimum individual user-preferences towards the efficient energy control of personalized light. They argue that their proposal can achieve energy savings up to 72% when compared to the conventional lighting systems. Aligned with previous work, [81] proposes a flexible approach supported by deep learning that offers automatic adjustments to system / environment variations. The same approach also has an incentive mechanism based on gamification for improving the interaction between the building inhabitants and the building system that supervises and controls the infrastructure.
In [82] the authors propose a platform-based methodology for smart building design. The last platform reuses hardware and software on shared infrastructures, enables the fast prototyping of applications, and allows exploration of the design space to optimize the design performance. The paper illustrates the usage of the proposed platform via a case study on the design of on-demand heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems.
More work is necessary in the area of smart building systems. In fact, the living comfort characteristics (temperature, humidity, air quality), energy (electrical or gas) efficiency, and building safety require the existence within each building of a software-defined management service responsible to satisfy the new challenges imposed by modern buildings with a myriad of embedded sensors and actuators. This management service should be responsible for local control loops, send automatic messages to external public entities (e.g. in case of gas leakage or fire alarm), and recording the occurred building events for future analysis. After analyzing the data extracted from the building events, the management service, in a proactive way, could recommend some maintenance tasks in the building to improve the living comfort, reduce the energy consumption, increase the safety, or reduce the false-negative statistics of reporting failures.
Next Generation Mobile Systems
Considering the rapid evolution of mobile cellular technologies, including smart personal wireless devices, a set of new mobile applications is appearing [54] . These novel applications are mainly focused on fulfilling the requirements of users. For ensuring some positive experiences to end-users, service providers are moving their focus from Quality of Service (QoS) to Quality of Experience (QoE) in the way they aim to efficiently manage the available resources from their network infrastructures. Obviously, QoS is related with technical metrics such as packet loss, loss rate, delay, and jitter, whereas QoE must be what the user expects and gets. For next generation mobile systems (e.g. 5G), the authors of [54] comprehensively discuss the literature in terms of enhancing the user experience by means of supporting advances in the methods that assess the video quality and reflecting on how the QoE reported from users should be conveniently managed in upcoming usage scenarios. For further enhancements in QoE, the management of both network resources and offered services needs to be evolved by adopting solutions based on self-organization optimization. In this way, it is possible to efficiently support cognitive operations in cellular communications [55] . In addition, SDN and cloud technologies can be useful to allocate the required services to the best possible available system resources, enabling a more dense network management with smaller cells than before, and a more holistic management considering the cross-layer aspect of SDN operation [56] . The authors of [57] propose a potential game for sharing spectrum in 5G networks in a decentralized way and based on user QoE. The authors of [58] discuss the major challenges and future developments on Cyber-Physical Systems in vehicular networks, healthcare systems, and mobile education. In [59] are comprehensively investigated diverse architectures based on the integration of 5G cellular networks with the SDN model. The work in [60] develops a mobile solution that sends to an user a notification message, recommending that user to move from a location where the data rate is not enough for delay-sensitive applications to an alternative nearby location with much better data rate. In [61] a solution is proposed based on a local cluster of voluntary crowdsensing devices that perform the parallel processing of raw sensor data on those edge mobile devices. The authors of [62] consider the scenario of a vehicular ad hoc network formed by vehicles on the road with some common interests which can form a platoon-based driving pattern. They comprehensively discuss the novel management challenges induced by the platoon-based driving in the vehicular network.
Further work is needed to manage the continuous convergence between the network operators and the cloud providers forming a common meet-in-the-middle place currently designated as edge (fog) computing. This convergence scenario is a win-win situation for all the players involved, including the end-users, as we now explain. The network operators need more services, processing, and storage resources from the cloud providers, including their experience in satisfying high volumes of data processing with a minimum set of computing/networking resources by orchestrating all these (physical/virtualized) resources in an elastic way. In the opposite direction, the cloud providers are interested in supplying the end-users with customized applications and with the highest possible quality. To satisfy these requisites, the proactive data caching at the network edge based on historical data popularity can be very useful to diminish the data access latency/jitter. The end-users aim the ubiquitous and reliable access to all the services they prefer to help them in every daily task. If the end-users are served in an adequate way then they will be satisfied, rewarding both network operators and service providers. In this context, novel business models using GT are needed.
Healthcare Systems
A large and rapidly growing percentage of people in most countries is elderly. There is huge pressure to devote enough medical and human resources to ensure a good quality of life. However, the commitment of enough resources is proving impossible by reason of both human and financial constraints. A popular approach to alleviate these pressures is to explore the adoption of IoT in medical service systems, enabling innovative solutions in healthcare [63] . There are important potential advantages of deploying IoT-based healthcare systems, namely: i) extract useful information for raw-data; ii) automation in terms of either improve patient health or promote preventive care; iii) enhance patient satisfaction and engagement with their treatment procedures; and iv) enhance the management of population health in a large scale with a suitable amount of resources. However, obstacles for adopting IoT in healthcare systems include issues with security and performance. As an example, for deploying IoT-based healthcare systems with excellent performance, there is a strong need to support real-time requirements. The authors of [64] propose a fog computing implementation to decrease latency substantially. This occurs because the data processing is made as close to the end-consumers as possible by leveraging virtualized containers on the network edge such as mobile base stations, gateways, network switches and routers. Additional deployment challenges of IoT-based healthcare systems are discussed in [83] . In addition, based on a thoroughly revision of the literature, [65] discusses the major advances healthcare systems embedding IoT-based smart devices. They also address the intelligent trend and future research directions in the field of IoT-based healthcare solutions.
The authors of [66] proposed a smart health system which includes a unified data collection layer for the integration of public medical resources and personal health devices. In addition, the same system has a cloud-enabled and data-driven platform for multisource heterogeneous healthcare data storage and analysis. Then, the system offers access interfaces for system developers and users.
A comprehensive analysis of authentication protocols which address the trade-off between securing implantable medical devices in terms of access rights and the safety of the patient in case of emergency is available in [67] . Moreover, they contrast the authentication protocols with respect to the cryptographic and security mechanisms implemented on the implant.
Healthcare applications can benefit from the deployment of the fog computing paradigm [84] . This could be aided by appropriate design innovations in the way the networked systems interoperate [85] . In addition, healthcare applications can offer low latency, distributed processing, context awareness, better scalability, fault tolerance, better security and privacy [64] . Cloud-based IoT systems [86] , or fog-based [84] to reduce the access delay, seem to be promising solutions in healthcare due to the huge available capacity in data storage and data processing; the offloading of computationally intensive data analysis tasks from body sensor devices to fog servers, which could be containers, is feasible. In this way, the autonomy of battery-operated body sensors is increased, lessening the burden on patients as they will not so often need to recharge their body sensors. A taxonomy of CPSs for healthcare is available in [87] . They identify as open research challenges the issues related with security and privacy, autonomic decisions for loop control, and event prediction.
Precision Farming Systems
IoT-based solutions seem promising ways to modernize the vital area of agriculture and satisfy the increasing demand for food in our planet [71] . As an example, [68] proposes an IoT-based proposal for urban agronomy. The authors of [69] and [70] offer literature revision about IoT-based solutions to enhance the abundance and quality of crops or even improve the raising of animals for food and other products (i.e. agro-industrial cases). Nevertheless, all these enhancements should be made while taking special account of natural hazard conditions (e.g. frosty weather condition) as well as the eventual negative environmental impact that could arise from increasing the level of farming production, such as drought or pollution derived from fertilizers [70] . In addition, the use of IoT in agriculture will bring several positive outcomes such as, strong automation along the diverse steps from sowing to cropping, better adaptation to climate change, enhancing the precision of irrigation systems, increasing the production of energy from renewable sources, and enabling a more sustainable agriculture. Further information on these topics is provided in [71] .
Further research work is needed in novel projects behind the smart city paradigm. In this context, software-defined cyber-physical systems eventually augmented with machine learning techniques can be very useful to efficiently automate the urban agriculture [68] , making possible to produce new forms of food which should be compatible with the environment of the smart city.
Analysis of Cyber-Physical Systems
The analysis of a Cyber-Physical System is made using a theoretical model. A very popular tool to perform system analysis is Game theory (GT). It is a fundamental mechanism to study the various challenges and faults that could affect the system normal operation. GT can also enable the design of automated mechanisms to protect the major functionalities of the system [8] . We have revised the literature for theoretical models in Cyber-Physical Systems distributed in the next aspects: system resource allocation [22] A brief background in GT (non-cooperative, cooperative, and evolutionary games) applied to edge computing is available in [22] . It includes a comprehensive review of game theoretical contributions to wireless communication networks. They also discuss diverse issues that can be addressed by theoretical game models to optimize the network performance in some emerging multiaccess edge computing scenarios. The authors of [26] offered an alternative literature revision in coalitional games among other alternative techniques, such as large-scale convex optimization, mean field game, stochastic geometry, and stochastic optimization. All these techniques can enable an optimized system resource allocation. In particular, mean field games can be applied to analyze scenarios with a large number of resources, devices and user types. The authors of [78] proposes a non-cooperative game theoretic model for the management of a smart grid's demand considering the packet error rate in the game formulation. In [88] is the authors describe a model for determining optimal resource allocation by combining GT with a multi-attribute utility model. It allows optimal allocation of the defender's budget across potential identified system targets and, considering different types of countermeasures. The authors of [89] propose a hierarchical model between mobile operators and users. They offer a management solution for effective bandwidth slicing in softwaredefined 5G systems. Another recent contribution [90] investigates the workflow of scheduling resources on hybrid cloud environments. A hybrid cloud aggregates the resources of remote clouds with the ones of local clouds localized at the network edge. The authors propose a Vickrey-ClarkeGroves (VCG) auction to allocate optimal resources for multi-provider mobile applications running in hybrid clouds. They enhanced the reverse auction mechanism with a two-phase scheduling algorithm for utility grids, designated as Partial Critical Paths, which aims to minimize the application cost while satisfying the requisites of mobile users. Their model also incorporates a failure recovery mechanism to deal with uncertainties during the execution of mobile applications. Nevertheless, their simulated results needs to be validated in a real scenario with higher levels of uncertainty due to delay variation in both data processing and transmission.
Other relevant functional aspects in CPSs are data offloading [91] or computation offloading [92] [93] . In [91] the authors outline a SDN-based controller enhanced with a game model based on a single leader and multiple followers for a 5G-based vehicular network. This solution aims to deal with high speed and traffic congestion within that network. It enables the vehicles to perform intelligent decisions for data offloading by using the network services of priority manager and load balancer, which route the traffic load in an efficient way even within a large network. Another contribution [92] considers a scenario of a heterogeneous cellular network. The authors propose a solution based on a two-stage auction to perform task transfer from macro cell users to small cells, which are relay network nodes for task execution. This alleviates the heavy burden of macro base stations by offloading computation from macro cell user equipment to small cell base stations or remote cloud. In [93] the authors propose a non-cooperative and distributed game among Industrial IoT devices with the assistance of Blockchain. Using Blockchain, the IoT devices could securely trade distributed resources with other untrusted peers. Their solution transfers heavy resource demanding tasks such as data processing as well as mining from IoT devices to the edge/cloud servers.
There are some literature contributions focused in either reducing the energy consumption [81] [94] or defeating jamming attacks [95] . The authors of [81] propose a social game aiming to incentivize building occupants to modify their behavior so that the overall energy consumption in their room is reduced. Aligned with this, [94] proposes a social game to guarantee energy efficiency for buildings. Interestingly, [95] uses energy harvesting as a countermeasure against a potential jamming attack. The harvested energy is extracted from the energy used by the attacker to jam the channel, and the former is consumed to increase the transmission power of benign traffic.
A significant amount of work was made to enhance the security of CPSs. The authors of [8] propose a theoretical model with three phases to defeat a Physical Intrusion in a critical infrastructure. Their focus is to countermeasure cyber-physical attacks against critical infrastructures, e.g. smart grids. In addition, [14] classifies the literature into two classes, viz. security and privacy. Then they discuss the work in terms of the GT model that each contribution has proposed to defeat the various cyber-security problems. The authors of [96] propose a hierarchical model that adjusts the strategies for enabling the selection of wireless channels in such a way that jamming attacks are avoided. The work in [97] investigates how GT can provide hints for supporting the robustness of the software that controls a CPS, such as a power grid or transportation system. They aim to eliminate the weaknesses of the software. Otherwise, these vulnerabilities could be explored by cyber-attackers, such as in the case of Stuxnet, a computer worm that was used to attack supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems. A SCADA system monitors and controls a set of industrial equipment. another contribution [98] proposes stochastic games for protecting microgrids against cyber-attacks, and [99] applies a Bayesian game of incomplete information to implement cyber deception by means of Honeypot devices in IoT usage scenarios. The authors of [100] investigated a two-stage model game between a system protector and a system attacker, where the protector using mixed-strategies randomly chooses the network links to protect at each stage. In this way, although the attacker may be able to infer the probabilities that each link is protected, he/she is uncertain about which specific links have been protected. This uncertainty can demotivate the attacker to initiate the attack. Using their model, the protector can keep the amount of defensive resources either fully hidden from the attacker (i.e. secrecy strategy for the defender) or only a little information about the defensive resources is disclosed to the attacker for demotivating him (her) to initiate the attack (i.e. truthful disclosure). Their evaluation results suggest that secrecy strategy adopted by the protector allocates fewer resources to protect critical infrastructures against intentional attacks than the truthful disclosure strategy does. Nevertheless, they did not consider in their model the cost of implementing a mixed protection strategy.
This sub-section highlights GT's relevance for discovering suitable management decisions to counteract the negative effects of various threats to the normal operation of a Cyber-Physical System (CPS). Table II summarizes the surveyed literature in theoretical model games applied to CyberPhysical Systems, eventually in usage scenarios with IoT devices. [26] Classifies and revises the literature in coalitional games among other alternative techniques, such as large-scale convex optimization, mean field game, stochastic geometry, and stochastic optimization.
A comprehensive study on diverse techniques which are useful for resource allocation in ultra-dense networks [22] A brief background in game theory (non-cooperative, cooperative, and evolutionary games) applied to edge computing; a comprehensive review of game theoretical contributions to wireless communication networks.
Discusses diverse issues that can be addressed by theoretical game models to optimize the network performance in some emerging multi-access edge computing scenarios [78] The authors studied a non-cooperative multiagent game Manages the demands of a group of smart grid users [88] It proposes a solution for determining optimal resource allocation by combining game theory with a multi-attribute utility model
Allows optimal allocation of the defender's budget across potential identified system targets and, considering different types of countermeasures [89] Proposes a hierarchical model between mobile operators and users
The authors propose a management solution for effective bandwidth slicing in software-defined 5G systems. [90] Investigates a fault-tolerant method based on a reverseauction mechanism augmented with a scheduling algorithm for hybrid cloud environments.
The proposal aims to minimize the application cost while fulfilling the requirements of mobile users. It also offers a failure recovery mechanism to deal with the jitter issue associated with the processing of mobile applications and data transmission. [91] Proposes a SDN-based controller enhanced with a game model based on a single leader and multiple followers for a 5G-based vehicular network. Their proposed solution aims to deal with high speed and traffic congestion within that network.
The proposed solution enables vehicles to perform intelligent decisions for data offloading by using the network services of priority manager and load balancer, which route the traffic load in an efficient way even within a large network [92] Considering a heterogeneous cellular network, the authors proposed a solution based on a two-stage auction scheme to perform task transfer from macro cell users to small cell base stations, which are relay network nodes for task execution Their solution alleviates the heavy burden of macro base stations by offloading computation from macro cell user equipment to remote cloud or small cell base stations [93] Investigates a multi-hop cooperative and distributed computation offloading algorithm that considers the data processing tasks and the mining tasks together for Blockchain-empowered industrial Internet of Things.
The solution transfers heavy resource demanding tasks such as data processing as well as mining from IoT devices to the edge/cloud servers. [81] Proposes a social game aiming to incentivize building occupants to modify their behavior so that the overall energy consumption in their room is reduced
Energy efficiency in smart buildings [94] Uses a social game with a robust utility learning Energy efficiency at a smart building [95] Proposes a zero-sum game between a pair of legitimate nodes and a malicious jammer The harvested energy is extracted from the energy used by attacker to jam the channel, and the former increases the transmission power of benign traffic. [8] Theoretical model with three phases to defeat a Physical Intrusion in a critical infrastructure Cyber-physical attacks on critical infrastructures, e.g. smart grids [14] The authors have reviewed the literature looking for a set of diverse game models
Analyzes scenarios related with cyber-physical security, communication security, privacy [96] Proposes a Stackelberg (SE) model to investigate the channel selection problem in wireless communication networks when malicious jamming and co-channel interference among users are simultaneously considered.
The model is enhanced by a hierarchical and learningbased channel selection algorithm that discovers the SE optimum game solution [97] Hybrid theoretical dynamic model of two intertwined games: a zero-sum differential game for robust control design at the physical layer and a stochastic zero-sum game between administrator and attacker for defense mechanisms design
Aims to build a resilient control system [98] The authors study is about stochastic games To protect microgrids from cyber-attacks [99] Investigates a Bayesian game of incomplete information The aim is to implement cyber deception by means of Honeypot devices in IoT usage scenarios [100] The authors investigate a two-stage model game between a system protector and a system attacker, where the protector using mixed-strategies randomly chooses the network links to protect at each time. Using their model, the protector can keep the amount of defensive resources either fully hidden from the attacker (i.e. secrecy strategy for the defender) or only a little information about the defensive resources is disclosed to the attacker for demotivating him (her) to initiate the attack (i.e. truthful disclosure).
Evaluation results suggest that secrecy strategy adopted by the protector allocates fewer resources to protect critical infrastructures against intentional attacks than the truthful disclosure strategy does. Not considered in the model is implementation cost of a mixed protection strategy
Software-Defined Management of Cyber-Physical Systems
CPSs require the deployment of sensors and actuators devices at the network edge. CPSs also need to be supervised and controlled in a distributed way because of their complexity, heterogeneity, and geographical dispersion. In parallel, the Quality of Experience (QoE) of end-user (or endmachine) services should be also supported end-to-end, among diverse network domains. To address these requirements, within each network domain, a Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [ The SDN controllers can support Quality of Service (QoS) only within a network domain. Although the SDN controller already has some abstraction from the hardware, that abstraction is limited, because the SDN controller typically contacts the OpenFlow switch-based devices and not the end-devices. Therefore, in these conditions it is very hard to support QoE. Considering these limitations, the communication over the network domains should be made at the top level, by means of east-west APIs used by NFVs. In this way, using the top-level, there is a higher abstraction level from the network infrastructure, and it enables powerful management interactions among the domains to assure a reliable QoE.
The literature offers several pieces of work that apply SDN for Moving Target Defense (MTD) network protection [106] [107] [108] [109] in Cyber-Physical Systems. If a Cyber-Physical System is protected via MTD, then that system recurrently modifies its configuration to deter potential inspections by attackers into the ways the system is configured and operated. The authors of [110] propose to enhance SDN with NFV against penetration attacks. A penetration attack is perpetrated by a delivery method that transports a malign payload to the target system device. This malign payload can trigger on the target system device the execution of compromised code which can jeopardize the system normal operation. To circumvent the occurrence of a penetration attack on a specific system, that system should be comprehensively assessed to identify weaknesses that an attacker could exploit. This verification of potential system vulnerabilities is designated as penetration testing. In addition, the literature has a considerable number of SDN-based solutions to enhance diverse network features, such as network security [111] [117] and network lifetime [118] .
The authors of [119] abstract the complexity of the physical world and present to a programmer an abstracted view of that physical world. Thus, the programmer can more easily create a system model, perform system debugging or explore the design space of various IoT applications. The abstracted view of the physical world is made by using the composition of several "accessors", which are design patterns that serve as proxies for any 'thing' or service that may be either local or remote. The accessors offer a similar functionality to that offered by a web proxy, when a client, instead of downloading a web page from the remote web server, alternatively downloads it directly from the web proxy. The work in [120] reviews and discusses adaptation features for deploying scalable and autonomous communication systems by means of SDN and NFV, both enhanced by ML.
CPSs are challenging to manage because of their high complexity. The complexity is due to both the internal operation of each system and the interdependence among systems. A possible way of managing these systems efficiently is to adopt some automatic control functions from natural systems that evolved to optimum operation modes with minimum energy consumption, ensuring the survivability of the species coevolving in those natural systems. Aligned with these important goals, artificial life (AL) is a research area that investigates natural systems related to chemistry and biology fields. According to the tool type used to perform the investigation in this area, there are three main types of AL: i) soft via simulation; ii) hard via actuators or sensors; iii) wet via biochemistry. We think AL techniques can be very powerful for evaluating and manage cyber-resilience in CPSs that show a highly dynamic behavior. A comprehensive coverage of AL techniques combined with selforganization system capabilities is in [121] . The evolutionary trend of AL is discussed in [122] and its relevant open issues are covered by [123] .
Another area that can be easily associated with AL is artificial intelligence (AI), including deep learning [124] [44] , random neural networks with reinforcement learning [129] , hierarchical learning models [96] or a very recent model designated as brain intelligence [130] . These contributions propose deep learning and other machine learning (ML) techniques for optimizing the model performance of high-complexity systems in a more efficient way than other legacy techniques. This efficiency gain occurs because ML techniques discover the optimum results of a system model with smaller convergence time, higher accuracy, and are better adjusted to significant system variations than other legacy techniques that optimize the same system. Another limitation of a legacy technique is it does not support learning, in opposition to what ML techniques guarantee as demonstrated in [124] . In addition, the authors of [130] suggest brain intelligence (BI) as a new technique in AI to solve some optimization problems that cannot be solved by other, weaker AI algorithms. To illustrate the benefits of using BI, they discuss its positive usage on emerging scenarios such as autonomous vehicles, health care, and industrial automation.
A comprehensive study for protecting wireless sensor networks against diverse cyber-attacks via learning algorithms is available in [55] . Another way to deploy learning is via either a hierarchical model using Stackelberg games [96] or deep-learning [128] [44] . The work in [44] uses deep-learning to control the routing of data packets in vehicular Cyber-Physical Systems.
The authors of [129] investigated the routing optimization for software defined networks even in severe use cases. They aim to optimize the QoS of data flows using a cognitive routing engine. Nevertheless, the satisfaction of QoS requirements can be jeopardized when system resilience / security is missing, or even when the system has other limitations such as limited resources of energy, which is very relevant for scenarios involving IoT devices. Further work is clearly needed in this field.
The current sub-section highlights the great importance of investigating intelligent mechanisms to enhance the next generation of CPS [131] with new capabilities, e.g. self-awareness of resiliency against threats. These new system capabilities can guarantee appropriate performance levels in dynamic scenarios, offer energy harvesting, diminish the consumption of energy, detect and recover from system errors, and protect against cyber-attacks. The self-aware management we have just discussed is like the autonomic (self-organized) management of networked systems, which is investigated in [132] . Table III summarizes the surveyed literature on technologies that aim to enable self-aware programming of Cyber-Physical Systems. [96] Hierarchical learning model Defense against jamming attack [130] Brain intelligence Diverse use cases [55] Learning algorithms Protects Wireless sensor networks against cyber-attacks [44] Deep-learning It controls the routing of data packets in vehicular Cyber-Physical Systems [129] Random neural networks with reinforcement learning
Cognitive routing in software defined networks [131] [132] Machine learning; neural networks Cyber-Physical Systems with embedded sensors and actuators managed in an autonomic way
Relevant Factors for Enhancing System Resilience
System resilience depends on several key aspects [11] . These aspects are managing complexity, choosing topology, adding resources, designing for rapid recovery from flaws in a distributed system, controlling failure / threat, providing information buffering, preparing active agents, building agent capabilities, considering adversaries, and analyzing system risks. As network complexity increases, then the network's resilience may be reduced, because the failure of a specific network component may cause the failure of other components in a completely unexpected way. The last unpredictable network behavior may be caused by some unplanned paths within the network that were not recognized by the network administrator or designer. Such unexpected behavior is particularly relevant in multi-genre or interdependent networks. These networks have also distinct roles such as data communication, computing, data storage, or extract knowledge from raw data. Therefore, unless a high level of complexity is needed to support resilience functions directly, the network complexity level should be controlled or even reduced. Aligned with this context, the authors of [133] discuss the existence of dependencies in complex systems and how the effect of those dependencies in systems operation should be characterized and analyzed. The authors of [134] present a methodology to assess the cyber resiliency of a system controlling a specific geographical region. Their methodology can perform a system functional diagnosis identifying system parts that must be protected against cyber-threats, such as datacenters and communications networks. Otherwise, in the case when any of these system parts become exposed to a serious menace, the system performance can be seriously undermined.
The choice of the most adequate network topology used within a system can enhance the system's resilience [135] . In addition, there are two types of network topologies, according to the used node degree distribution in each network. The first type of network topology is exponential node degree distribution; the second type is scale-free network. Some examples of the former type are wireless networks and mesh networks and, of the latter type, the World Wide Web (WWW) and power grids. Comparing the two previous types of network topologies, one can conclude: i) on the one hand, scale-free graphs are much more robust to random node errors than graphs with an exponential degree distribution; ii) while, on the other hand, scale-free graphs are much more vulnerable to cyber-attacks targeted to some high-degree nodes.
Providing crucial additional resources can improve the resilience of a system. As an example, within a power generation plant, when we increase the number of system nodes, the probability of a system failure can be reduced as well as a quicker service restoration after a system problem. In addition, the additional resources should have some distinct characteristics among them to create diversity within the system, avoiding the additional resources being affected exactly in the same way by a cyber-attack (e.g. a worm attack). So, combining new but slightly differentiated resources could create a more resilient system [136] but the system designer should be aware of the amount of system resources (e.g. energy, network nodes) being used to achieve the aimed level of system resiliency.
The correctness and performance of a fault-tolerant system depend on its underlying replication protocols. The authors of [137] propose a hybrid replication protocol that provides the high performance of memory-durable techniques while offering strong guarantees including diskdurable approaches. The key idea of their replication protocol is that the replication mode should depend upon the state the distributed system is in at a given time. In the common case, with many (or all) nodes up and running, the last solution runs in memory-durable mode, thus achieving excellent throughput and low latency; when nodes crash or become partitioned, the same solution transitions to disk-durable operation, preferably flash-based solid-state drive (SSD) disks, thus ensuring safety at a lower performance level.
The designer of a system should protect the system against cascaded failures. Such failures occur when a node failure triggers a neighbor node failure and so on. To avoid these sequential (cascading) failures, the dependencies among nodes should be planned to minimize the chance of a failure easily propagating via neighboring nodes [135] . In addition, the effect of human actions in the way a failure could propagate within a system should be also studied [138] .
To offer robust and timely data access, despite scarce network resources, some resilient solutions based on network buffering are very attractive. As an example, network buffering has been used to restore link connectivity and network performance following topological changes in mobile ad hoc networks [139] , as well as to diminish the data access delay in disruptive-tolerant networks [140] .
To allow a system to absorb a specific failure or attack, recover from that issue, and adapt the system for mitigating that problem in the case it occurs again, it is necessary to deploy active agents, either human or artificial. When the active agents enforcing the system's resilience are humans, they should be trained, prepared, and motivated to perform the functions of absorbing, recovering, and adapting from an eventual failure, as efficiently as possible [138] . Alternatively, artificial intelligence techniques [141] can be used to deploy artificial agents that, on one hand, carry actions to enforce the problem mitigation and the system recovery and, on the other hand, the same artificial agents maintain a required level of concealment, exercising a self-defense strategy against the adversaries, e.g. malware that aims to discover and destroy the artificial agents of a system.
Increasing the functional redundancy within the agents that manage a network can significantly enhance the resilience of network functions in case of a network perturbation, e.g. loss of some agents. Using functional redundancy, the system roles made by the lost agents are reallocated to others. Another advantage of having several agents performing the same function is increasing the system's scalability against high levels of system demand. The authors of [142] describe a distributed decision algorithm supported by diverse SDN controllers to enhance the recovery mechanism from a problem. The authors of [143] review comprehensively the major principles and challenges for the design of smart Cyber-Physical Systems that can recover at run-time from unexpected faults or threats.
The system attacker specifically tries to defeat the absorption and recovery efforts of the resilience strategies in order to perpetrate the worst impact possible on the system's normal operation. In this way, the system designer should protect the processes of absorption and recovery after a problem so that these processes are more robust against such malicious actions. The work in [144] [145] [136] proposes GT for identifying effective strategies to support system resilience against these sorts of cyber-threats.
Any resilience-enhancing measure can cause unanticipated effects, leading to an overall reduction in system resilience. Therefore, each resilience-enhancing measure should be analyzed to check if it could have a potential negative effect on the system operation. Thus, comparative analytical studies should be made with and without the measure being investigated. Ref. [146] offers a numerical resilience definition that allows system designers to assess in a more formal way how much the system resilience could change after a set of system alterations are performed. It can also compare the resilience between either distinct systems or various design options of the same system. Table IV summarizes the relevant factors together with their goals to enhance the resilience of Cyber-Physical Systems, which were discussed in the current sub-section. Additionally, the reader can consult [17] to obtain an alternative set of attributes that a system should satisfy in order to become more resilient against diverse kinds of system faults namely errors, failures or attacks. Further, [29] classifies typical faults present in a SDN-based system.
The following section presents a case study where are given more details in how the resilience of a Cyber-Physical System can be supported and potentially enhanced. Managing complexity Network complexity level should be controlled or even reduced [135] Selecting system topology between exponential node degree distribution or scale-free graphs Adjust the system robustness to being better prepared against either planned cyberattacks or random errors [136] Adding resources Diminishes the probability of a system failure; there is a tradeoff between increasing system robustness and the amount of system resources (e.g. energy consumption) to achieve that result [137] Fault-tolerance based on replication Enables a faster system recover from a threat [135] [138] Controlling failure / threat Minimizes the chance of a failure easily propagates through the system [139] [140] Providing network data buffering Enables faster system recover or diminishes the latency associated to data access [138] [141] Incorporating specialized agents in the system Enhances the system with new capabilities, such as absorb a specific failure or attack, recover from that issue, and adapt to future repetition of that menace [142] [143] Creating a resilient and flexible network of agents This enhances system robustness and scalability [144] [145] [136] Considering adversaries Supports system resilience against cyber-threats [146] Analyzing system risks Evaluates consequences on the system robustness after a system design change
Case Study of a Software-Defined Resilient Cyber-Physical System
This section discusses the design and analysis of a Cyber-Physical System (CPS) to enhance this with extra capabilities to detect, absorb and recover, and adapt against threats against the normal operation of each CPS [7] . We also discuss reactive and proactive CPS management methods.
System Design
The current sub-section discusses some design aspects that are important to consider in CyberPhysical and IoT systems. Table V presents a four-layered hierarchical architecture that can detect, absorb and recover, and adapt to threats against CPSs [7] . The bottom layer of Table V measures, collects (typically inside a local IoT domain), and stores data obtained via either physical or virtualized devices. The detection and absorbing of threats against a CPS can be made via interface chip programming. The second layer of the architecture visualized in Table V aims to distribute a common pool of available resources, such as, communications, storage, processing, or services. This layer is typically responsible for a single intra-domain using devices that exchange data using a single communications protocol. The exchange of data is controlled by flow rules stored within local devices and queues to give differentiated QoS to flows. Alternatively, the QoS support can be deployed based on flow type (e.g. video streaming, interactive, best effort), enhancing the system scalability, because the same flow type can aggregate a large number of individual traffic flows.
The third layer of Table V aims to control the data plane topology and how the traffic should be transferred through the available topological links. The current layer uses SDN-based solutions to control a heterogeneous intra-domain communications infrastructure, formed by diverse area networks with distinct networking ranges, such as home, large building, or corporative enterprise.
The fourth and topmost layer of Table V is the management layer. It supports service discovery, service composition, service management, and service interfaces. First, the service discovery aims to verify if a required service is available within a specific system. Second, the service composition aggregates diverse services, coordinating among them, as if these services operate has only a single service. The service integration is useful in a scenario where to satisfy a specific system request then several system services need to be processed for that request in a pre-defined order. Third, the service management manages and determines the trust mechanisms to satisfy in a resilient way the service requests involving diverse internal services. Fourth and finally, the service interfaces are used to support interactions among all the provided services within the management layer. The last layer aggregates several approaches, such as GT, NFV, and SDN. The current layer also deploys a heterogeneous inter-domain communications infrastructure, formed by diverse area networks with distinct networking ranges, such as street, digital city, or wide area.
The topmost layer of our proposed architecture supports the functional requirements of either human users or agents. The application layer supports applications used within CPSs with embedded sensors and actuators including smart grid, smart transportation, smart cities, smart homes, smart farming, smart logistics, smart health care, smart logistics, or smart industries. These applications can be augmented appropriately by machine learning [147] or brain intelligence methods to refine management policies or intents. In addition, the diverse applications, using middleware [148] [149] along with other more recent options, such as Blockchain smart contracts [150] [151], should offer a secure management functionality to ensure a resilient and well-coordinated CPS operation. Using smart contracts, it is possible to deploy trustful roaming (peer to peer) services among nodes belonging to distinct network domains, avoiding the use of external communication entities to enforce security such as key distribution centers. Another advantage of using distributed smart contracts is higher robustness against network failures.
The next sub-section debates the modeling of a resilient CPS, managed by a set of services which run at the topmost layer and offer the functional characteristics of detecting, absorbing and recovering, and adapting from serious threats against a CPS's normal operation.
Analysis of Event-triggered Reactive Management Model
This sub-section discusses the modeling of a solution to manage Cyber-Physical and IoT Systems. This solution has a four-layered design (see Table V ). In addition, Figure 3 presents the major functional blocks of the system under discussion. Here, the CPS status is periodically being monitored by the SDN controller via a Southbound API protocol such as OpenFlow (see message 1 in Figure 3) . Then, the SDN controller, acting as an intermediary, exchange REST messages via Northbound API with topmost level system agents. Using these messages, the SDN controller reports status events associated to the CPS operation. These events are analyzed, classified and processed. The agent decision is derived from the processing of all the received events (see message 3 in Figure  3 ) and sent to the SDN controller. Finally, the SDN controller translates the received management decision in to flow rules that control the CPS physical infrastructure (see message 5 in Figure 3 ). The agent processing represented in Figure 3 as "Layer 4: Service Management" is presented in Table VI , which is now briefly explained. Each individual agent estimates the system status from received event messages. The system status is the ratio between the Quantity_good_events and the Quantity_total_events, both collected during a system time interval. There is also the estimator Sn, which is the system status at instant "n". This agent system status estimator with memory (i.e. configurable parameter ∈ [0, 1]) enables that agent to identify in the best way possible an eventual system anomaly and, after that, trying to react in a cooperative way to that problem. This means that the recover or adapt algorithm is executed by a specific agent if that agent decides to cooperate and if that choice has been randomly sorted out by the same agent -like tossing a coin for that. In addition, all the previous goals should be achieved by minimizing the usage of (heterogeneous) system resources (e.g. energy, bandwidth). Alternatively, the agent selfishly can select the defective strategy. As the players select their strategies to optimize the system status, then they observe how the system evolves by evaluating the next value for the local estimator of the system status, and the local processing in each agent is repeated as already explained. In parallel, the global system management is hopefully enhanced, increasing its robustness against any future threat. As we just explained the cooperation among system players is a key aspect to enhance system resiliency. To support cooperation within a system there are some distinct theoretical games, such as: i) hierarchical model [152] [89] [153] ; ii) evolutionary model [154] ; iii) cluster-based model [155] ; and iv) potential game model [57] [156] . In addition to these games, there is a mechanism design (or reverse GT) solution normally designated as auction model [92] [157] , which finds the optimum system status with a convergence time lower than the one of a game [158] . In addition to the previous solutions, it is discussed below a non-cooperative model augmented by an external mechanism enforcing cooperation between players through iterated repetitions of that model. The cooperation within players is very important to put the system operating in a reliable way with a limited set of resources. To support the current discussion, it is considered an infinitely repeated Prisoner's Dilemma (PD) game between two players. These players are two functional entities of a CPS and IoT system, i.e. containers, NFV, or specialized agents located at the topmost layer of the system. By specialized agents, we mean, as the system overlaps a specific threshold, each system agent detects it and cooperatively reacts to that, selecting either absorbing or adapting to that problem. Alternatively, the same agent can be selfish by does not do nothing to mitigate the detected problem.
Following we analyze a model involving two topmost layer management agents that can either cooperate or defect. In the current game, the discounted factor combined with a mechanism that is triggered by a player´s defection can enforce cooperation throughout players. The discounted factor (<= 1) multiplies the payoffs of the current stage, meaning that in future game stages the payoffs of previous rounds have less relevance. Figure 4 shows the payoff matrix of an infinitely repeated PD game as well as the total (per player accumulated) payoff along the initial four runs of that game, considering distinct values for the discounted factor (i.e. delta= {0,.2,.6,.95}). A Grim Trigger methodology deals with the case of a defecting player. Two distinct strategies are analyzed. In the first case, both players cooperate, being rewarded with the social optimum payoff of 3 in every stage of the game, as shown in (1) . In the second case, one player defects in the first stage to increase its initial payoff from 3 to 5. Nevertheless, the other player at the second stage retaliates against the former defecting player, also defecting. Consequently, both players get a payoff of 1, as shown in (2), after the initial stage. The expression (3) evaluates the minimum value (i.e. 0.5) for the discounted factor (delta) to reflect in future a strong enough threat (in terms of payoff decrease) to a deviating player. Comparing the payoff trends of the two cases we have discussed in the previous paragraph, one can conclude for delta values of 0 (i.e. the game has only a single stage) and 0.2, which are both lower than 0.5, then the more convenient strategy for both players is always to defect (see Figure 4) . The mutual defection occurs because the model gives to the players a solid evidence that they are playing the final round of the game. So, the players are normally tempted to defect as they cannot be penalized in the future. Alternatively, analyzing from Figure 4 the trends associated with the delta values of 0.6 and 0.95, which are both higher than 0.5, one can conclude that in the initial stages both players are tempted to defect; but after a threshold stage of the current game is passed, both players should always cooperate in their best interest. This threshold stage depends on the delta value (see Figure 4) . In fact, as the delta value increases towards one that means the player (with that perspective of the game) learns is better to cooperate instead defecting in a faster way, i.e. after fewer stages counted from the game's start. The opposite happens if for the same game the strategy is changed from Tit for Tat (Figure 4) to Slow Tit for Two Tats ( Figure 5 ). From Figure 5 is perfectly visible that the need to cooperate occurs in later stages of the game when compared with the trend of Figure 4 . The last result occurs because Tit for Two Tats is a forgiving strategy by which a player only defects after the opponent has defected twice in a row. This behavior is fairer than Tit for Tat in cases where the player, due to a network communication error or other limitation, perceived erroneously the previous opponent's choice. Figure 6 shows the evolution of a population composed by the two types of players, during one thousand rounds. It was used the Moran process to keep the population size always at a constant value of one hundred players. For simulating that, we have used the Axelrod Python library 2 . The winning strategy was Slow Tit for Two Tats, suggesting Tit for Tat has a lower fitness function than the former one, confirming our previous analytic results. Open research issues in discounted repeated games are: i) study scenarios with myopic information; ii) payoff variations (controlling defection); iii) considering a distinct delta per player; iv) triggering punishment only during a limited set of stages (i.e. forgiving after T stages following a deviating behavior); v) studying scenarios where the end of the game at the current round (with probability 1-delta) due to the absence of cooperation among players could alternatively be related to the probability of the occurrence of a serious system threat at the current round, stopping the system's operation and the game. 
Data-triggered Proactive Management Model
This sub-section briefly discusses how data analysis can also influence the CPS operation in a proactive way. Figure 7 visualizes the CPS flowchart showing the functional steps of collecting data about the CPS operation (status), analyzing data, selecting a management decision, and applying the management decision on the CPS. After this, more CPS data is collected again, and the previous process is repeated. The data analysis can be made using a machine learning technique to enhance the system management. In addition, the management decision of this data model should be conveniently coordinated with the event-triggered management decision of the agent discussed in sub-section 5.2. The coordination among the two management methodologies (reactive vs proactive) can be made by a Blockchain solution [159] , using a suitable consensus algorithm. Consensus algorithms, such as Kalman-based distributed algorithms [160] , can provide interesting distributed functionalities of both filtering the threats and manage CPSs to mitigate them (or even avoid them in the future). In this way, important network functions, e.g. firewall or Intrusion Detection/Prevention or honeypots, can be deployed pervasively within large networking edge domains. 
Lessons Learned and Open Issues
Recent work in the CPS arena is on the design and programming of intelligent solutions that optimize the management of CPSs, orchestrating the available system resources in an abstracted, elastic and flexible way. This new context can support the model of detect-absorb-recover-adapt discussed in Section 5.1, inspired by [7] . This can be successfully applied to various CPS scenarios with networking infrastructures (see Table VII ) for fulfilling the goals of energy efficiency, quality support, computation offloading, data offloading, and threat management. If threat is "malign traffic" then "discard malign packets" elseif threat is "packet is lost" then "select an alternative and more robust path" Based on historical data analysis for the detected threat, decides on the more convenient correction A recent contribution [161] proposes design automation and optimization methodologies for the realization of bio-molecular protocols using microfluidic biochips. Such microfluidic biochips combined with wearable (IoT) biosensors can improve medical diagnostics in several scenarios [83] . In [162] is discussed future directions in networked control systems, where the execution of delaysensitive tasks, such as the control of robotized arms, can be automatically offloaded from remote systems to fog controller nodes, giving significant gains in the control accuracy of field devices.
Due to the high level of heterogeneity and complexity of diverse cyber-physical systems as well as the need for a high-level of interoperability, management solutions with "fusion-enabled" capabilities [85] [163] [164] have been proposed. These use distinct system architectures such as the Internet and Information Centric Networking (ICN) for efficiently sharing common resources via interoperability entities [85] . Alternatively, the same fusion-enabled capability can be applied to merge and process heterogeneous data from multiple sources [163] [164] . The data fusion methods can be classified based on the data space of each use case, namely Cyber-Physical space fusion, CyberSocial space fusion, or Cyber-Physical-Social space fusion [163] . Considering the most complex case, the authors of [163] discuss a Cyber-Physical-Social System that aims to predict multi-users' mobility pattern by solving a cubical User-Spatio-Temporal probability arising from heterogeneous sensor data. To solve the stationary probability map, they refer to a tensor-based iterative algorithm to merge and process sensor data from multiple sources, namely time, space, and social network. The algorithm seems promising for the prediction accuracy and associated convergence time. In addition, other important aims are to perform data fusion securely as well as preserving the privacy of original data [164] .
IoT devices produce a lot of data demanding a large amount of network resources, and the besteffort allocation of network resources may not be efficient. To overcome this, it will be interesting to investigate novel ways to manage system resources, such as network slicing [165] . Network slicing is a technique that allocates to each data flow a dedicated set of network resources, according to the specific QoS requirements of that flow. To scale out the system management solution instead of allocating network resources to individual data flows, the resources should be allocated to data flow types (e.g. video, gaming, best-effort). This is like the classic DiffServ QoS strategy that (per domain) classifies, marks, polices, and shapes the incoming traffic class. Network slicing can also support seamless flow handover among mobile access networks [166] . Future research in high-level preparedness against threats to CPSs should certainly include proactive and preventive maintenance using either discrete-time [167] or continuous-time control [168] of IoT systems, risk-based protection, short mitigation times, and fast recovery. The diverse aspects to be enhanced should be studied not only at system runtime but initially at its design [10] , including the robustness of the physical infrastructure for avoiding weaknesses recently reported [6] . Table VIII compares the diverse modeling techniques discussed along the current work. [59] Resource allocation 5G cellular networks Discusses resource allocation for SDN based cellular network [92] Resource allocation D2D Heterogeneous networks Presents a solution based on a two-stage auction scheme to perform task transfer from macro cell users to small cell base stations, which are relay network nodes for task execution [26] Resource allocation Ultra-dense networking Discusses the challenge of resource allocation for UltraDense Networks [27] Resource allocation Small cells in 5G/IoT Reviews proposals managing femtocells and applications in IoT environments [147] Resource management Cellular and IoT networks Reviews machine and deep learning techniques for resource allocation in wireless IoT, such as heterogeneous networks, MIMO and device-to-device communications, and nonorthogonal multiple access [91] Computation offloading 5G software-defined vehicular networks
Efficient and scalable management of traffic routing [22] Multi-access Edge computing Discusses the optimization of the network performance in some emerging multi-access edge computing scenarios [94] Energy-aware Smart buildings Energy efficient management [117] [53] Energy-aware Wireless sensor networks Energy efficient management [118] Energy-aware Wireless body area networks Optimizes QoS and energy efficiency [81] Energy-aware Smart buildings Reduces the overall energy consumption in the building [95] Security Wireless communications Mitigates jamming attacks using energy harvesting [19] Security Web applications Discusses proposals for protecting application layer of systems against DDoS [20] Security Intrusion detection Discusses machine learning techniques in detecting intrusive activities [34] Security Incident prediction It surveys data-driven solutions for predicting cybersecurity issues [4] Resilience Communication networks Analyzes security issues in CPS architecture, with risk assessment and techniques for secure CPS [97] Resilience Control systems Discusses game-theoretic methods that study the tradeoff between robustness, security, and resilience [46] [49] Resilience Power systems Qualitative evaluation of smart grid architectures for urban scenarios; resilience improvement strategies [29] Fault management Software-defined networks Thoroughly discusses SDN fault management solutions [137] Fault management Distributed systems Performs replicated data updates [143] Fault management Smart Cyber-Physical Systems
Run-Time Self-Adapted Systems [85] System integration Interoperability between distinct network architectures Rolling out of new architectures using incremental and disjoint approaches [163] Multi-space Data fusion
Interoperability across domains containing heterogeneous devices Efficient processing of heterogeneous data from multiple sensors and spaces (domains) [164] IoT data fusion Smart home; smart grid; smart transportation
Satisfying the requirements of security and privacy [64] Ubiquitous 
Conclusion
This paper has explored research reported in the literature on resilience properties for modern Cyber-Physical Systems supported by IoT. The presentation and discussions involved key use cases, notably power grids, smart buildings, mobile networks, healthcare, and agriculture. We reviewed the literature for solutions that aggregate GT, SDN/NFV, and multi-access edge computing for enhancing system resilience and maintaining normal system operation under distinct, serious and real threats. We also discussed system design and how SDN-based theoretical model algorithms can be used to optimize the systems' operation with respect to well-identified goals such as energy efficiency, computation offloading, data offloading, management of flow quality, and IoT data quality. In addition, via both analytic and simulation results, strategies to enforce cooperation among the system players have been compared. Along the way, key topics for further investigation in this increasingly important research area have been identified, including self-organized (autonomic) management of system threats.
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